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1: Captain Underpants - Wikipedia
Alex Louie: Bad Mojo and the "Booger Principle" Adventure Gamers got this mail the other day: A classic title from
gaming days of yore, a mythic game--one that everyone wants, a proud few own, and even fewer have played--was
being re-published.

Booger is a Glorp Corp Mixel. Contents Description Personality Booger is a bit snarky in his personality, but
very loyal to his close friends. He is a bit of a troublemaker and sometimes acts out in class, but will quickly
quiet down when scolded. Physical Appearance Booger has a short, light green, semi-circular body with a
light green lip and a single eye in the middle. He has a normal red tongue. On the top of his head are two, dark
green ears. The bottom of his body is a dark green stripe. He has dark green arms and hands, with a light green
pattern starting from each start from his arms. His feet are short, light green, have dark green accents on the
back of each of them, and there is slime constantly on it. However, at one point in time, he was enrolled in
Mixopolis Middle School. First adventures â€” Teacher Booger laughing in class. He became close friends
with Camillot after he decided to help him decide what seat he should choose in Mixing class at school. He
also played Murp Ball with Camillot in gym as part of the blue team. Saving the city and universe "And with
that, the Nindjas disappeared into the night. He admired the vibrant colors and its style of Mixing. That was
until the Nixels took it all away and spread negativity throughout the city. However, they do not believe him.
As they wander through the city, they notice Mixels arguing and the Nixels painting posters advertising
negativity. Soon, a building fire starts and Booger wishes for the Nindjas to save the Mixie Cat trapped in it.
Witnessing them Max to save the Mixie Cat, he tells his friends that they are real. He then notices groups of
Nixels laughing and familiarizes himself with them as if he had an experience with them before. Booger
discovers the new I-Cubit fad. Later, Booger and his friends notice the new I-Cubit fad. His friends want to
trade in their old Cubits for it, but Booger refuses, stating he does not want to live in a world without colours.
Later, his town gets Nixelized once all the cubits were traded with I-Cubits. They manage to get past the
guards and get into the building. As the inhabitants of Mixopolis have been completely Nixelized, Booger and
his friends reveal themselves to King Nixel. Shocked by this reveal, the King sends his Nixelized Mixels to
corner the kids on a high platform. Although they are trapped, the kids do a coordinated group dance to
reverse the effects of some of the Nixed Mixels. Booger swapping the I-Cubit with the last Cubit. With the
Nindjas unnixed too, they Max and help Booger. This causes some of the Mixels to be unnixed. However, it
malfunctions; exploding and spilling the essence onto the city, turning it back to normal. Everyone then
mourns over Booger, thinking he is gone. However, he comes back in a parachute. And leaders have to make
decisions. Mixopolis , my town. A city in spectacular living color. A city of mixing , for mixing. Here, Mixels
would mix at the drop of a Cubit. The city was colorful and bright, and was always gleaming with new mixing
possibilities, From its majestic skyline and thoroughfares, to the picturesque tourist traps of scenic Mixopolis
harbour â€¦ To Mixopolis General Hospital and its world class medical proceduresâ€¦ To the steely gridiron of
Mixopolis Stadium â€¦Mixopolis was my town, and it always would be. Even ninjas need to decompress.
Besides, that was issue three: Issue four is the return of the Nindjas! What was the question? The Nindjas
would never give up their colors for some stupid techno-fad! Besides, who wants to live in a world where
everything is just black and white? Issue thirty-two of The Nindja Chronicles! They hate anything to do with
color and mixing. Sometimes one small Mixel is all it takes. Yup, Mixopolis is my town. And always will be.
He spews slime from his mouth whenever he sneezes. Real-life history In concept art by Miranda Dressler.
Concept art shows that Booger was originally going to have a green-colored tongue and a different colored
pattern on his arms. He does not have a LEGO set.
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Captain Underpants is a children's novel series by American author and illustrator Dav www.enganchecubano.com
series revolves around two fourth graders, George Beard and Harold Hutchins, living in Piqua, Ohio, and Captain
Underpants, an aptly named superhero from one of the boys' homemade comic books, that accidentally becomes real
when George and Harold hypnotize their ill-tempered principal, Mr. Krupp.

It is a process of surrender. At every turn, at every hour, it seemed, a habit or a preference had to be given up,
an adjustment had to be made. Worst in this process of surrender was the ruthless refusal to permit a man the
slightest privacy. After personal hygiene and morning clean-up, recruits will perform physical training only on
Monday through Saturday. On Sundays, recruits are offered the morning to attend various religious services
and personal time often called "Square-Away Time". After this time, recruits will have hygiene time to
shower, clean their weapons and clean their barracks. Recruits also get roughly 1 hour of square away time
after this, personal time for recruits to engage in personal activities such as preparing uniforms or equipment,
writing letters, working out or doing laundry. Recruits are not free from their Drill Instructors DIs or allowed
to leave the squad bay during this time. Lights-out can range from Four recruits at a time will stand one hour
shifts during which they keep order in the squadbay, clean, or carry out whatever task the drill instructors
assigned them that night. Extra firewatch is frequently assigned as punishment for minor infractions.
Organizational structure[ edit ] Recruits are organized by regiment, battalion , company , platoon , squad and
often fireteam. A Recruit Training Regiment is composed of three recruit training battalions at Parris Island
there is an additional battalion to train female recruits. All three of the male battalions are made up of four
companies, while the female battalion comprises three. Each company is broken down into two series,
designated as Lead and Follow, which may have between one and four platoons, depending on the number of
recruits in the company at the time the training cycle begins. Each company is much like a class at a civilian
education institution; each company begins and finishes recruit training together with the exception of those
who are dropped for medical or personal reasons to a different company , thus each of the companies will be at
a different stage in the thirteen-week training cycle. New recruits prepare to step through the silver doors of
the receiving building at MCRD Parris Island, an action which symbolizes the transition from civilians to
recruits and the beginning of their transformation into United States Marines Each series is broken down into a
number of platoons, usually from two to four in each. These platoons will be the basic unit for recruit training,
assigned a four digit number as identification. Drill instructors are assigned to each platoon and will usually
stay from the beginning to the end of training. The Senior Drill Instructor of each platoon will select recruits to
billets of responsibility, to mimic command and staff positions of a Marine unit. The selections often change
on the whims of the drill instructors and can include: Each platoon is assigned three or more Drill Instructors,
sometimes informally referred to as " hats " due to their distinctive campaign cover. The tough treatment of
Marine recruits by Drill Instructors is legendary. As one magazine described it: For eight weeks, the DI attacks
his blundering confusion with rigid discipline and a blistering barrage of vocal abuse until the boot is bullied
and battered into a Marine. Slightest mistakes are greeted with tirades. To a sheepish boot who blinks at him
during a chewing out, the DI roars. Why do you stare at me? Do I fascinate you, meathead? During vicious
upbraidings, [the recruit] is continually reminded that he should have joined the Army instead of the Marine
Corps. The head drill instructor is called the "Senior Drill Instructor" SDI and must be addressed as such by
recruits and drill instructors alike. Often referred to simply as "Seniors", the SDIs often bond with the recruits
and ensure that the DIs do not push recruits beyond unnecessary barriers or violate regulations. The second in
command is officially the "Experienced Drill Instructor", but is unofficially referred to as the "heavy hat",
"j-hat", "strong-j" notionally for "junior" , or "drill hat" as they normally provide the majority of instruction in
close order drill. Additional drill instructors may be assigned in the winter season, when there are fewer
recruits, or as a temporary assignment for students at the drill instructor school. The drill instructors of a
platoon are responsible to the Series Commander , a level of command added below that of the company
commander , as a safety measure put into place following the Ribbon Creek incident. Drill instructors are
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trained at the drill instructor schools at each MCRD. Those drill instructors who successfully complete three
years of duty are eligible to receive the Drill Instructor Ribbon. He glared at us like a wolf whose first and
foremost desire was to tear us limb from limb. Instead he shouted in an icy, menacing manner that sent cold
chills through us. We were all impressed, particularly with the tremendous number of push-ups and other
exercises we performed instead of going to noon chow". By the end of eight grueling weeks, it had become
apparent that Corporal Doherty and the other DIs had done their jobs well. We were hard physically, had
developed endurance, and had learned our lessons. Perhaps more important, we were tough mentally. One of
our assistant drill instructors even allowed himself to mumble that we might become Marines after all. Sledge
concluded "I disliked [Doherty], but I respected him. He had made us Marines". Recruits receive their initial
weigh-in during the forming phase. Recruits on double rations, or "double rat recruits", are given twice the
usual amount of food. Conversely, diet recruits are put on a strict diet composed of fewer calories and
lower-fat foods such as baked fish and rice. All recruits receive three meals a day also known as "chow time" ,
except during the Crucible. These are either served at the mess facility while in garrison , a boxed A-ration
when traveling to a mess facility is not practical, or a Meal, Ready-to-Eat during field training. Meal time can
last 30 minutes or less, depending on how quickly the platoon gets in line at the chow hall. Recruits are
mandated a minimum of 20 minutes to consume each meal though more often than not they do not take
anywhere close to that amount of time, often they only need 10 to 15 minutes. In some cases, recruits may fail
to meet certain physical fitness standards or may inadvertently suffer an injury which prevents them from
continuing training. The Special Training Company is divided into three platoons. While platoons in normal
U. Recruits in PCP are engaged in a vigorous regimen of physical exercise to prepare them for reentry into
training. On the other hands, recruits who are injured become part of the Medical Rehabilitation Platoon MRP
, in which they are closely monitored and treated by naval medical personnel while receiving implicit
instruction about the Marine Corps and performing whatever small tasks, such as cleaning, they may be
capable of. In some cases, it may be necessary for a recruit who has recovered from illness or injury in MRP
may need to be moved to PCP to regain an appropriate level of physical fitness and avoid further injury or
illness before they eventually rejoin a training platoon. This is a generalized platoon that encompasses all
recruits who for any reason are unable to continue with their training platoon and are being evaluated for
possible discharge. Any recruit in Special Training Company is carefully assessed for physical, mental and
moral fitness and when he or she is considered to be prepared to resume training will generally be placed with
a platoon at the last training level the recruit had completed. Rivalry[ edit ] The intense nature of recruit
training lends itself to competition and rivalry between recruits at every level, from squads and platoons up to
the rivalry between the two recruit depots. Each platoon in a given company competes to win trophies for
having the highest collective scores in marksmanship, close order drill, academic testing and the final physical
fitness test. Platoons that do poorly are sometimes nicknamed the " booger " platoon. In addition to the formal
tests, platoons will continuously compete in everyday activities. The most frequent competitions involve
seeing which platoon can recite knowledge the loudest. While each company will be at a different point in the
training cycle at a given time and thus not able to compete directly, graduates and drill instructors foster an
atmosphere of friendly rivalry. Marines trained at Parris Island are sometimes referred to as "Swamp Dogs"
because of the large amount of marshland surrounding the base and more derisively known as "PIGs" an
acronym for Parris Island Graduates and "Hump Waivers" because the terrain there is significantly less hilly
than that of the West Coast. Marches with a pack are often called "hump"s. Each phase includes intensive
education and training on various topics essential for military life. Each phase consists of a predetermined
number of training days, these are counted in the training matrix as "T1", "T2", up to "T70" which is
Graduation Day. They are "greeted" by a drill instructor, who acquaints them with the Uniform Code of
Military Justice , to which they are now subject. Disembarking from the bus, they line up on rows of yellow
footprints painted on the concrete which is their first formation and learn how to stand at attention. They are
issued utility and physical training uniforms and toiletries. From here, the males receive their first military
haircut, where they are left essentially bald. Females are instructed in the authorized hairstyling, which allows
hair to be short enough to not touch the collar or in a bun. The remainder of receiving involves completing
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paperwork, issuing an M16A4 service rifle , [14] receiving vaccines and medical tests and storing civilian
belongings under the eye of drill instructors set aside specifically for receiving. This takes approximately three
days, usually without the opportunity to sleep, and ends with the Initial Strength Test IST. To pass, a male
recruit must complete at least two pull-ups , 35 crunches in two minutes and run 1. At this point recruit
training truly begins. The Drill Instructors physically, psychologically and mentally harass the recruits,
including yelling at maximum volume and intimidation, to simulate stress of the battlefield and elicit
immediate compliance to instructions. The remainder of receiving is made as confusing and disorienting for
the recruits as possible to help distance the recruits from civilian habits and to prepare them for Marine Corps
discipline. It is at this point that a recruit must come to terms with the decision he or she has made and develop
the true determination needed to make it through the process of becoming a United States Marine. The final
"moment of truth" is offered to those who have been dishonest about their eligibility, such as drug use, judicial
convictions or other disqualifying conditions. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. November Learn how and when to remove this template message A Senior Drill Instructor inspects
his platoon prior to "lights out" Phase One lasts approximately four weeks. Discipline here will begin to be
instilled in recruits by disorienting them and effectively cutting them off from civilian habits and mindsets, as
well as reinforcing the mental and physical standards needed to perform under stressful situations that will be
simulated in subsequent phases and experienced in combat situations. Recruits are required to learn and
strictly use language and terminology typical to the Marine Corps , often derived from naval terminology. The
purpose of the first phase is to psychologically break down the recruit. At this point, civilian thoughts and
habits are considered detrimental to training, so they are squashed during this period by intense physical
training, unchanging routines, strict discipline and heavy instruction. The process is designed to enable
recruits to learn to survive in combat situations and generally to adapt and overcome any unexpected situation.
One of the principal ideals learned during this period is that recruits are not to think of themselves as
individualsâ€”they are not permitted to use first person or second person pronouns. Instead, recruits are
required to use third-person referrals, such as referring to themselves as "This recruit" and accomplish all tasks
with teamwork. Any actions that put the benefit of an individual over the benefit of the other recruits are not
permitted and recruits are expected to conform to a standard that does not tolerate personal deviance or
eccentricities. Speed, intensity and volume when speaking are valued as well. The bulk of first-phase
education consists of classes about the Marine Corps and its history and culture , first aid , rank structure and
insignia, [17] protocol, customs and courtesies, the 11 General Orders, [18] aspects of the five paragraph order
, prepare equipment for use such as how to properly make a rack , regulations regarding uniforms and other
topics. Recruits learn through the use of rote memorization and mnemonics â€”recruits are expected to be able
to recite a passage or quote in unison, without error and on demand.
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3: Help, My Dog Has Eye Boogers! â€“ Pets Principle
(Underwear Nerd and the Booger Boys) The Principal Is A Vampire: Underwear Nerds and the Booger Boys for
Reluctant Readers (Boys ) (Underwear Nerd and Booger Boys Book 6) - Kindle edition by Gary Wittmann.

What should I do? The lens directs light to the retina, located in the rear of the eye. Tiny muscles expand and
contract the pupil to regulate how much light enters the eye. The clear cornea protects the eye, as do the
eyelids. Dogs differ from humans in that they have three eyelids â€” the familiar upper and lower eyelids as
well as a third eyelid at the lower inner eye. The third eyelid is typically hidden beneath the lower eyelid but
may be visible in certain breeds or if the eye is irritated. Dogs see better at night than in bright light. Moving
objects are much more visible to dogs than stationary objects. Though nearsightedness and farsightedness are
very common in humans, dogs rarely suffer from these conditions. Dust or particles may have gotten into the
eye, which gets rid of debris by producing discharge. This discharge comes out of the corner of the eye and
thickens as it comes in contact with air. The result is blob-like eye boogers which can simply be wiped away.
However, if eye boogers are a consistent problem, they may be a symptom of an underlying illness or injury.
These include exophthalmic dogs â€” breeds with bulging eyes such as Boston terriers and pugs. The more
exposed the eye is, the more likely it is to be injured or collect debris. Long-haired dog breeds such as collies
and Shetland sheepdogs are also more prone to eye irritation as the hair is more likely to come in contact with
the eye. Dogs with bulging eyes may have problems with this, as there is more surface area for dust to collect
in. Household sprays such as cleaning or beauty products may also remain airborne for some time after use,
causing eye irritation if your dog enters the area. Sharp or large particles may prove too much for the optical
self-cleaning mechanism. The longer these particles remain in the eye, the greater the risk of damage to the
eye. Continuous discharge may indicate a foreign object as the eye keeps trying to expel it. If a foreign object
is spotted or suspected, the eye should be flushed with a dog-safe eye wash to avoid more serious injury such
as eye infections and corneal scratching. Clogged Tear Duct Continuously runny eyes may indicate a clogged
tear duct. The eye produces tears to keep itself lubricated. The tear duct, when open, transports the tears away
from the eyes when they are not needed anymore. When the tear duct is clogged, the tears have nowhere to
drain, so they pour out of the corner of the eye. Inflammation and redness may also be present. Clogged tear
ducts are a common problem that can sometimes be cured by cleaning the eye. If a cleaning does not resolve
the problem, a vet may need to unclog the tear duct through other means. Allergies Just like humans, dogs get
allergies too. Springtime pollen allergies are very common and are marked by itching, runny noses and eye
discharge. Allergies can also be triggered by household products, new environments and even certain dog food
ingredients. Your dog may even be allergic to ticks or fleas. Allergies are typically treated with a prescription
antihistamine if the cause of the reaction cannot be determined or is impractical to avoid. Conjunctivitis can be
caused by many of the other things on this list, including allergies, injury and dry eyes. The eye boogers
associated with conjunctivitis may be clear, yellow or green. The texture ranges from watery to mucous to
pus-like. Conjunctivitis usually results in other symptoms as well, including red eyes, trouble keeping eyes
open and an inflamed appearance around the eye. Treatment depends on the cause of the condition but may
include antibiotics and pain medication. Dogs with this condition do not produce enough tears, which causes
the cornea the clear outer layer of the eye to become red and inflamed. Eye boogers caused by dry eyes are
typically thick and yellow, and affected dogs may not want to open their eyes. Breeds with bulging eyes or
long hair are much more likely to develop dry eyes. Left untreated, dry eyes can cause partial blindness due to
corneal scarring. Typical treatment involves daily eye drops to moisten the eye. Eyelid Abnormality Some
dogs have eyelid defects from birth. Breeds such as Shar Peis are prone to entropion , or rolled-in eyelids. The
hair on the eyelids rubs against the eye, causing irritation and discharge. Left untreated it can cause ulcers,
severe pain and eventual blindness. Dogs with eyelid abnormalities should not be bred to avoid passing this
problem down to their offspring. A vet may perform surgery to remove the excess skin and tighten the eyelids.
The tear gland may pop out of place, appearing as a pink ball in the inner corner of the eye. Surgery must be
performed to reposition and secure the gland. Growths on the Eye Eyelid tumors are common in older dogs.
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They are cancerous but do not usually spread to other parts of the body. They cause considerable discomfort
and excessive discharge. Ulcers Untreated eye injuries or infections can result in eye ulcers â€” the loss of the
deeper corneal layers. These can be superficial or more serious depending on how long they have been
developing. Superficial ulcers are usually treated with antibiotics and pain medication. Deep ulcers may
require surgery. Alternatively, a vet may prescribe contact lenses to help protect the eyes if surgery is
impractical for any reason. Inflammation Inflammation of the eye can cause excessive eye booger production.
Though inflammation is a symptom, not a condition, sometimes the cause cannot be ascertained. If there is no
underlying condition causing the inflammation, the dog is often prescribed non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs NSAIDs to bring down the swelling. Glaucoma Glaucoma is defined as high pressure in the eye,
commonly seen in older dogs. It progresses quickly in canines, so early detection is vital. If left untreated it
will result in permanent damage to the optic nerve and possibly blindness. Other than eye boogers, symptoms
include excessive blinking and dull, cloudy eyes. Medication is given to lower eye pressure quickly, and in
more advanced cases surgery may be needed. Dampen a clean cloth with a sterile solution and gently wipe the
eye boogers away. Be careful not to touch the eye directly. These are non-toxic drops that help remove tough
eye stains.
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4: Jane's Suicide: Gangstalking: The World's Worst Prank
Principal Benjamin "Benny" Krupp is the principal of Jerome Horwitz Elementary School, a major character in the comics
and the (former) tertiary antagonist of Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie, the primary and secondary antagonist
being Proffessor Pippy P. Poopypants and Melvin Sneedly respectively.

Principal Benjamin "Benny" Krupp also known as Mr. Krupp is the protagonist villain in the Captain
Underpants series. He is the principal of Jerome Horwitz Elementary and the alter-ego of the superhero
Captain Underpants. In the film adaptation, he was voiced by Ed Helms, who also played the Once-Ler in the
film adaption of The Lorax. Contents [ show ] Personality Mr. Krupp is a very mean, grumpy, bad-tempered,
strict, sadistic, selfish, evil, angry and bossy principal who hates children, especially George and Harold,
because of their constant pranks and rebellious behavior. Role in the books One day, after George and Harold
ruined a big football game, they were reported to Mr. Krupp showed them their pranks on tape and wanted to
find out who was responsible for the fiasco. He even sadistically asked their teachers to give them extra
homework. They proceeded to get Krupp to do ridiculous acts, culminating in making him believe he was
their comic book creation, Captain Underpants. After pursuing Captain Underpants throughout the city and
helping him defeat the villain Dr. Diaper, George and Harold managed to revert Krupp to normal by pouring
water on his head before Mr. Krupp angrily tells the boys that he is going to give the tape to the football team.
However, this had the side-effect of Krupp always transforming into Captain Underpants every time he hears
someone snap their fingers. Role in the Film In the film, Mr. He also hates their Captain Underpants comics as
he forbids them from creating any in the school grounds, even tearing up their latest one detailing the origins
of the superhero, much to their horror. With that in mind, Krupp happily decides to place George and Harold
in separate classes in order to annihilate their friendship and their pranks. But before Krupp could fill up the
paperwork to make it happen, George hypnotizes Krupp with a 3D Hypno-Ring he received out of a cereal
box; the boys see that Krupp bears a resemblance to Captain Underpants without his toupee and command him
to be Captain Underpants. However, this quickly backfires when Captain Underpants begins causing some
problems around Piqua, thinking he is a real superhero with superpowers. The boys discover that they can turn
Captain Underpants back into Krupp by splashing water on him and can turn him back by snapping their
fingers. Believing that Krupp will continue with his plan to separate them, they decide to settle with Captain
Underpants but insist that he be dressed up as Krupp under the pretense of a secret identity, to which Captain
Underpants agrees. The boys even learn after exploring his house that Krupp might not be as evil as they
thought, but has rather been lonely for most of his life. Eventually, Krupp turns back into himself after a
rainstorm occurred, learning that George and Harold have started a fair at the school without his knowledge.
Having enough of their antics, Krupp angrily sentences the two boys to separate classes, much to their
discomfort. Despite being satisfied that he finally punished the boys as promised, Krupp finds himself moping
in boredom after looking at the casserole that Edith made for him, feeling so depressed that he never got a
chance to ask her out on a date. During the fight against Professor Poopypants and the Turbo Toilet , the boys
change Krupp into Captain Underpants to help them fight off the villains. The leftovers also allowed Captain
Underpants to obtain superpowers to finally defeat Poopypants, becoming a true hero to the public. Feeling
sorry for Krupp because he has no friends, the boys set him and the lovesick Edith up on a date. This made
Krupp have a change of heart, even returning the comics he took away from George and Harold while
admitting that they are funny. Krupp and Edith are dining. Upon snapping his fingers while calling for a check
after seeing a toilet eating up a citizen in horror, Mr. Krupp once again becomes Captain Underpants, carrying
George and Harold away to help him fight the talking toilets, which confuses George, as he thought destroying
the ring would destroy the hypnotism. Difference In the novels, Mr. Krupp did not reform and he remained
being grumpy, mean and antagonistic. In the film, he reformed and became less grumpy. Krupp in his
superhero ego, Captain Underpants. One Day, very, very soon. Krupp as Captain Underpants conducting a
musical number for the kids "What is this, a carnival?
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5: Curtis Armstrong - IMDb
Inflammation of the eye can cause excessive eye booger production. Though inflammation is a symptom, not a
condition, sometimes the cause cannot be ascertained. If there is no underlying condition causing the inflammation, the
dog is often prescribed non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) to bring down the swelling.

Her name refers to "misanthrope", while her full name is a pun on "eat it and throw up. The First Epic Movie.
Anthrope is not very nice. She is the school secretary. Her usual way of hiding her belly button is by covering
it with clothing, which has little effect, since her belly button sticks out so much that it is very visible even
underneath the clothing. She is probably so hateful toward George and Harold for the sole purpose that, in
every comic book they made with her in it, they purposely drew a bulging outie belly button to further
humiliate her. She is currently in jail due to the events in book eleven. Anthrope along with Mr. Meaner, and
Miss Ribble bully George and Harold because they where suspended, she is later along with nearly all the
other staff, eaten by one of the talking toilets! But when Captain Underpants, George and Harold defeat the
talking toilets and everything restored they are convinced it was a dream. She is last seen in the detention
room writing sentences along with the other teachers who where mean to George and Harold after they where
made principals for the day, but after realizing that in order to pay for the big day of fun George and Harold
had sold Mr. Krupp is furious, George and Harold attempt to make an escape but Ms. Anthrope snaps her
fingers at them causing Mr. Krupp to turn into captain Underpants. Anthrope, like pretty much all of the
school was turned into a zombie nerd due to the food that the evil alien lunch ladies served everyone, when
George and Harold are trying to prove to Mr. Krupp that their are aliens invading the school and they have
turned everyone into zombie nerds they use Ms. Anthrope as an example but although she looked like a
zombie nerd Mr. Captain Underpants and the Perilous Plot of Professor Poopypants George and Harold are
banned from the school field trip to Piqua Pizza Palace, instead they had to clean the staff room, when the
teachers and students got back from the field trip, her along with Mr. Ribble sent George and Harold to Mr.
Anthrope told them that Mr. Krupp was on the phone. She then made the boys copy off the Friday Memo
while she went to lunch. George and Harold, however, re-did the memo to fit their own silly ideas, and passed
the Memos out, making the following week very strange. She appears at Ms. Anthrope is captured by him.
Captain Underpants rescues her, but she becomes a plot device by kissing Captain Underpants with a lot of
slobber. This works the same as pouring water on his head, so Captain Underpants goes back to being Mr.
Krupp, and is eaten up by the booger boy. Anthrope, and assuming it was Melvin Sneedly talking to her she
refused and was furious at him. She is later seen among the many people of whom Mr. Anthrope is first seen
congratulating Mr. Krupp for punishing George and Harold for not coming to school on test day, Ms.
Anthrope is also the first of the teachers to be convinced that she is dreaming and therefore she can do
whatever she wants, so she strips off down to her bra and underwear and started causing mayhem, soon Mr.
Meaner, Miss Labler, and Ms. Anthrope included and take them to jail. The First Epic Movie Ms. Anthrope
shows up in Captain Underpants: In the film, she is depicted as being even fatter than in the book. Anthrope
gullibly buys it and being so excited about it stays on hold and remains frozen that way for the rest of the
movie. George decides to call her again, and Anthrope gets so surprised that she accidentally drops her phone
perfectly into the position of hanging it up.
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6: Constantly Have Boogers? Principal Results in and Factors Why!
My pastor singing a song he wrote for his son to teach him a principle.

Poopypants and Melvin Sneedly respectively. He has a long history with two fourth grade students named
George and Harold due to their constant pranks, wisecracks, and comic books. He and his alter ego are voiced
by Ed Helms in the film Captain Underpants: Contents Characterization Personality Benjamin is an
unbelievably hot-tempered and nasty principal. He distributes detention slips to any student for even the most
minor infraction, just so long as they are unfortunate enough to cross his path. In one case, he punished
George and Harold by not allowing them to have cafeteria food, and makes them bring their own lunches in
his office to keep an eye on them, even though he had no actual proof However given the two were
responsible it was justified. He once blackmailed George and Harold into doing all his daywork and even
giving them extra homework in exchange for not getting "killed every day for the rest of their lives". His
hatred towards George and Harold reaches the point where he tries to find a way to get rid of them even if it
meant that they would be killed or to a lesser extent separate them somehow. In the ninth book, he was greatly
happy that Tippy Tinkletrousers was going to destroy the duo, and willingly told the Turbo Toilet where
George and Harold hang out in the eleventh book, so they would be gone. Also when George and Harold
flunked their "Super Secret" tests, Benjamin and the faculty were greatly overjoyed that Harold flunked the
fourth grade because he and George would no longer be in the same grade and thus have completely different
paths. Despite being really nasty, Benjamin does show forms of kindness. He will readily punish anyone who
is bullying his nephew Kipper Krupp. Kipper just needs to yell out for his uncle and explain to him what
happened, though Kipper usually makes it look like he was bullied in front of his uncle For example:
Benjamin also cares about his job, as he feared he would lose his job in the second book after seeing the
school destroyed by the Talking Toilets until George and Harold managed to fix the school. Additionally,
when Tippy Tinkletrousers unintentionally changed the past, he unintentionally caused Benjamin to be fired
from his post as principal. Krupp was shown shedding a tear as he was walking away with his "Krupp Stuff.
Depiction in the Film Krupp is portrayed much the same way as his book self. However in the movie, he was
given some sympathetic qualities where he had very little in the original books. He has a crush on Edith the
Lunch Lady who, as well, has a crush on him. Krupp is an pun on "interrupt", "corrupt" and "disrupt".
Ironically, he would become Captain Underpants himself. Even though he is unaware that he is Captain
Underpants, there are several times where he is doused with water in the middle of the battle with an enemy.
When this happens, Benjamin is angry and confused as to what is happening, where he is, and why is he
wearing his own curtains around his neck and in his underwear in public. In the film, he was given a love
interest, who is Edith the Lunch Lady. In the film, while George and Harold bring him home as he is knocked
out on a wagon, they start to plunder in his home but found nothing interesting. On the outside, signs say
"keep out", "Danger" or "Go away". No one lives in the house but him. It reveals that Krupp is lonely at heart
and lives in a empty home with no one to care about him. His mattress has a print of his body where he
normally sleeps he only has one fork in the drawer, a towel with the words "His" and the other towel "Still
His", the dining table has only one plate and a glass placed there. He himself has accidentally snapped himself
into becoming Captain Underpants twice. Once time in book 5 and the second time in the film at the end.
Krupp only redeems and reformed himself later in the film, but never redeems himself in the book series. To
which, Dav was happy with the film giving Krupp character delevoplment; to the point Dav wished he did the
same in the books [1] [2] It is possible that this could be done in the Dog Man books as early as Dog Man And
Cat Kid in the foreword section. Krupp beside his alter ego Captain Blunderpants Benjamin drops his coffee
as the snap put him back into a trance turning into Captain Underpants About to be Prank by Harold and
George Mr. Krupp getting angry as George is about to snap his finger at him again. An angry furious
Benjamin charging after George and Harold Benjamin about to be fired from his job Benjamin admires and
hires the new lunch ladies who are evil aliens in disguise. Benjamin in the backyard looking for George and
Harold. Benjamin anger and hatred of George and Harold Benjamin sends the boys home with extra
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homework after a long day of them doing his bidding against their will.
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Main[ edit ] George Robert Beard and Harold Michael Hutchins â€” Two fourth grade pranksters, who are
best friends and next-door neighbors and the main protagonists of the series. They started a comic book
company called "Treehouse Comix, Inc. They are the class clowns in 4th grade at Jerome Horwitz Elementary
School , a school which discourages imagination and fun, located in Piqua, Ohio. They often get in trouble and
serious events with Mr. George in particular is described as very intelligent for his age, to the point where he
could have skipped a grade at will, and only causes trouble at school because he finds school boring. Principal
Benjamin "Benny" Krupp â€” The overweight and cruel principal of Jerome Horwitz Elementary School and
the antihero of the series usually when no real dangers are happening. Why he is so mean to children in
general is unknown, but it is hinted that it is because of his own troubled and dysfunctional past. In the film,
he is voiced by Ed Helms and in the series he is voiced by Nat Faxon. Captain Underpants â€” The alter ego of
Mr. Krupp, when he is hypnotized to think he is "Captain Underpants," a character created by George and
Harold. He only wears white briefs and a red cape with black polka-dots. Krupp hears the sound of fingers
snapping, he turns into Captain Underpants, and he turns back into Mr. Krupp when he is soaked with water.
Captain Underpants is considered to be the "light side" of Mr. Krupp himself, as he is nice and kind to
everyone, especially children. He is an annoying snitch, a mechanical genius, the school brainiac, and a
tattletale. His parents, Cindy and Gaylord, are professional scientists. In the film, he is voiced by Jordan Peele
and in the series by Jorge Diaz. Minor[ edit ] Mr. He is depicted as being an overweight man, and with a
personality similar to Mr. Like him, he is very cruel to students and often yells at them. He appears in the
series, where he is depicted as being incredibly ignorant. Voiced by David Koechner in the tv series. Miss
Edith Anthrope â€” The school secretary who is often shown to be in a bad mood. Like all the other teachers
at the school including Mr. Krupp, she is unkind to children. She is slightly overweight, in contrast to most of
the other teachers. In the series , she is voiced by Patty Mattson where she is glum but yells "Fine! Morty Fyde
â€” Mr. Fyde is the science teacher at Jerome Horwitz Elementary School. He is not cruel like all the other
grown ups in the school but rather dorky and stupid. In the film, he is voiced by Mel Rodriguez. In the series
he is voiced by Stephen Root , where he is released from the mental institution, though he becomes nervous
around loud noise, which is unfortunate since an elementary school is based around noise. Fyde with an
avocado pit, turning him into a giant avocado monster named Avocadwoe that attacks everything that makes
noise. Fyde is defeated when Captain Underpants turns him into an avocado tree in a peaceful forest,
something that Fyde is content with. Miss Singerbrains â€” Miss Singerbrains is the librarian at Jerome
Horwitz Elementary School who banned all but one of the books in the library and eventually closed down the
library. Tara Ribble â€” Ms. In book 5, she is hypnotized into becoming Wedgie Woman. The Turbo Toilet
â€” A giant toilet created by George and Harold, who was accidentally brought into the real world with a
modified photocopier. The Dandelion of Doom â€” A dandelion that drank alien rapid-growth juice, causing it
to grow into a giant, evil monster. Pee-Pee Diarrheastien Poopypants Esq. In book 4, he forces everyone on
earth to change their names into a silly one. After his defeat, Professor Poopypants changes his name to Tippy
Tinkletrousers. In the film, he is voiced by Nick Kroll. They were totally obedient to Wedgie Woman, each
had a vast arsenal of powerful weapons and gadgets and were programmed to destroy Captain Underpants
once they heard him say "Tra-la-laaa! His growth is triggered by a field trip to a tissue factory. They all share
a weakness to oranges, which Captain Underpants successfully used to destroy the rampaging trio of living
mucus. Whenever they eat, they become bigger and more evil. Evil George and Evil Harold â€” Alternative
versions of George and Harold from an alternate dimension who are both intelligent and evil. Additionally,
they also tended to change the signs into evil phrases while their counterparts often change the signs into
funny words. Captain Blunderpants â€” The opposite of Captain Underpants from an alternate dimension, who
has a toupee and looks and acts more like Krupp, while the alternate Krupp is nice. Also his transformation is
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opposite; when water is splashed on him, he becomes the evil Captain Blunderpants and when someone snaps
their fingers, he becomes nice Mr. Kipper Krupp â€” A sixth-grade bully and Mr. Sir Stinks A Lot â€” Mr.
Meaner later becomes the alter-ego of Sir-Stinks-A-Lot, an evil hypnotist. While in prison, Meaner transforms
into a blob of pure energy after eating an egg salad sandwich. Novels[ edit ] The main series of novels has
developed a pattern of alliteration from the second book onâ€”with the exception of the third book, whose
"annoyingly long" title becomes a running joke in future books. Novels 6â€”12 in the main series form one
unbroken story, in which the ending of each of such novel except the last is a cliffhanger , and the next novel
in sequence immediately picks up where the last one left off. Captain Underpants novels[ edit ].
8: United States Marine Corps Recruit Training - Wikipedia
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Curtis Armstrong was born on November 27, in Detroit, Michigan, USA. He is an actor and producer, known for Better
Off Dead (), Risky Business () and Revenge of the Nerds (). He has been married to Elaine Aronson since January 2,
They have one child. See full bio.
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